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ABSTRACT

An M-basis in a topological vector space is a special case ~f th~

extended Markushevich basis, and a generalization of the uncondi~ional

basis. We study orthogonal bases and orthogonal M-bases in topological

algebras, with emphasis on locally convex algebras. It turns out that an

orthogonal basis or an orthogonal M-basis in a topological algebra is

necessarily Schauder. We characterize some concre,e topological algebras

with orthogonal bases or orthogonal X-bases, up to a topological isomor-

phism. We introduce and study two classes of locally convex algebras:'

the class of "¢-algebras" which includes, for example 1;[,

"Co(r) and HCD) (with the Hadamard multiplication); and the larger class
o.

of "locally convex s-algebras" which also includes - among other examples

2
P

I ~ P < 00, aqd the Arens algebra LW[O,I~ A ¢-algebra is not

necessarily locally m-convex, and a locally m-conv~x al~ebra is not neces-

sarily a locally convex s-algebra. We give two examples of Banach algebras

with orthogonal bases which are not unconditional and we prove that an

orthogonal basis in a B
O

algebra is unconditional iff the algebra is a

locally convex s-algebra. We also-Study the conversion of a Frechet space

with an unco~ditional basis i~to a Frechet~With the basis under

consideration ,as an orthogonal basis and we obtain a necessary and suffi-

cient condition for this to be possible, revising and extending a result

of Husain and Watson obtained for Banach ~paces.
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INTRODUCTION

Let L be a vector space over a field J( (which is either R or

C). A "Hamel basis" in L is a subset S c L with the following

property: for every non-zero x (L there exist unique finite subsets

k 1, 2, ... , n
n

such that x = I Akek .
k=l

The existence of a Hamel basis

in every vector space is established as a direct consequence of the Zorn's

lemma.

In most examples of topological vector spaces which arise in

•functional analysis and its applications, Hamel bases do not play an

important role. However, the topology makes it possible to define the

following important concept: a sequence Ie )
n

in a topological vector

space E' is called a "topological basis tl or, simply, a "basis" i'r for

every x E E there exists a unique sequence fA}
n

of scalars such that

x = I A e
n=l n n

lim
N

N
I A e

n=l n n
The existence of a basis in a topological

vecto~ space facilitates the study of the space to a large extent, and

reveals a considerable amount of information about its structure.

It is immediate that every topological vector space with a basis

is separable. On the other hand, not every separable topological vector

space has a basis. Indeed, a separable F-space with a trivial topological

dual such as L [O,lJ ,
p

a < p < l, cannot have a basis (see Remark
/

1
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•

1.28 (iii». It is, however, true that every separable Hilbert space has

a basis (a complete o\thonormal system). The case of a separable Banach
,

space is more involved, in fact, since Banach (in 1932) posed the' problem

of whether every separable Banach space has a basis (known as the "basis

problem"), this problem remained unsolved until Enflo [9] in 1973 con-

structed an example of a separable Banach space with no basis. The basis

problem generated a great interest in the study of bases· in Banach spaces

which brought.about a vast literature in the subject (for a detailed

account, see [35]). Bases in topological vector spaces which are more

general than Banach spaces, and generalizations of the concept of a basis

were also studied by Arsove, Edwards, ~larti and others (see [2], [27]).

During the last ten years, Husain, Liang ~nd Watson initiated a

study of the basis theory in the context of topological algebras. Motivated

by several examples of topological vector spaces with bases, each of which

--is a topological algebra for some natural multiplication, the above

authors defined two main types of bases according to the behaviour of the

basis~lements with respect to the multiplication operation: a basis

{en} in a topological algebra A is said to be "ortlJogonal" if

e e = 6 e (where 6 is the Kronecker's delta), and is said to be
mn mom ron

"cyclic with the element z € A as a generator" if
n-l

e = z
n

n € F

o
(e

l
= z is understood to be an ident ity, in A, whose existence is

implied by the existence of a cyclic basis). ·The canonical basis in each

1 $ p < 00 with the coordinatewise operations isof the Banach algebras ~
p

an orthogonal basis; and the Frechet algebra HOD) of analytic functions

on the open unit disc D with the pointwise operations and th~ compact-

open

as a

tOPolOr:,::s the

CYCliC~S'

sequence {e } , - where
n

n-l
e (t) = t

n
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Some examples of topological: vector spaces and topological

algebras carry the following type of generalized basis, which is a

special case of the e~tended Markushevich basis, and a generalization of

the unconditional basis (using the notations of [27]): an M-basis in a

topological vector space E is a map a ... e

"
(which we denote by

(e l r) of a set r into E such that for every x E E there· existsa aE

*a unique map a'" e (x) of r into the scalar field K with
a

* *x = r e (x)e = lim r e (x)e ,where n is the set of all finite subsetsa a . C1 a
aE r. JEn aEJ

of r directed by inclusion, and *{ r e (x)e lJ ~ is regarded as a net
J

a a E,.
aE

in E. In the case of a topological algebra A, an ~l-basis (ealaEr

This thesis is

,

is said to be orthogonal if, eae
a

= caaea , a, a E r

- in the most part - 'concerned with the study of topological algebras

with orthogonal M-~ases. Examples of such algebras include the algebra

q;f of all complex valued functions on a set r /with the pointwise' oper

*ations and the product topology; the algebra Ca(r) of all bounded

complex-valued functions on a disc~ete topological space r with the

pointwise operations and the strict topology as defined by R.C. Buck in

[3]; and the Banach algebra £ (r) •
P

I $ p < ~ of all complex-valued

In addition

I

functions x on a set f with flxll = ( r Ix(a) IP)p < ~
p aEf

to the study of orthogonal M-bases, we include a chapter (Chapter II) on

orthogonal bases. As in the case of a basis in a topological vector

space, the existence of an orthogonal basis, or an orthogonal M-basis in

a topological algebra is instrumental in studying the structure of the

topological algebra under conside,a~ion,

)
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Specifically, Chapter I is devoted to basic definitions, termin
I

ology and background information needed throughout the thesis .•

In Chapter II, we aiscuss two main points concerning orthogona~

bases in topological algebras: (i) When does a Frechet spaoe with an

unconditional basis become a Fr~chet algebra with the given basis being

orthogonal?.. (il) Is an orthogonal basis in a B
O

algebra necessarily

unconditional? .. The answer to question.(i) is given by Theorem 11.3

and the answer to question (ii) is not - in general - in the affirmative

(see Examples 11.8). However, the consideration of question (ii) leads

to the new concept of a locally' convex s-algebra, and it turns out that

an orthogonal basis in a B
O

alg~bra A is unconditional iff A is a

B
O

s-algebra (Theorem 11.12).

Chapter III starts with some general results about orthogonal •

bases and orthogonal M-bases in topological algebras. For instance, we

show that_an orthogonal basis or an orthogonal M-basis in any topological

algebra is always Schauder (Theorem II~.l). It is worth noticing that

analogues of this' result, in the context of basis theory in topological

vector spaces, require the conditions of the Open Mapping theorem, which

are not assumed here, in the present set t.ing. The rest of

the chapter is devoted to a study of different types of locally convex

algebras with orthogonal bases or orthogonal M-bases. The types copsi~red,
are: locally m-convex algebras, A-convex algebras, locally convex s-

algebras (introduced in Chapter II) and "¢-algebras", a type of locally

convex' algebras with orthogonal M-bases which generalizes ~r and

I,e characterize some of these algebras (e.g., Theorem 111.6 and Theorem

111.13) and we study their structural properties. We close the chapter

...
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with a remark (Remark III. 27) about a possible generalization of bases

and M-bases in topological vectorospaces and topological algebras.
l

In Chapter IV we focus on the Banach algebras .Q.
l

(r) °and co(r) ,

~here r is an arbitrary set, ~nd we derive some characterizations of

Banach algebras ~ith orthogonal M-bases which are topologically isomorpnic

with either of these two alge~ras. The results in §l of Chapter IV -

which are modified extended versions of Husain's results in [14] and;[lSl

- characterize .Q. l (r) and cO(r? by M-basis properties, while the results

in §2 characterize and co(r)o, mainly, by the existence of elements
, 0

with certain properties (Theorem IV.9 and Corollary IV.13).
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CHAPTER I

PRELIMINARIES

In this chapter, we briefly present the main background material

needed throughout the thesis. In general"proofs are omitted since they

are available in standard books and research pa~ers. Basic definitions

and facts from the general theory of topological vector spaces and

topological algebras are given in §l and §2. Background material from

the theory of bases in topological vector spaces is presented in §3; and •
some results from the theory of orthogonal bases in topological algebras.'

~ r~cently introduced and studied by T. Husain, J. Liang and S. Watson in

[14]. [15]" ... , [20] is given in §4. The definition of an orthogonal
...,." ..

M-basis in a topological algebra is also given in §~. and various examples

of topological algebras· with orthogonal bases or orthogonal M-bases are

presented.

§l. Topological vector spaces. (For proofs and further details see [lZ].

[23]. [32], [33]. [44].)

A topological vector space is a vector space E over the field

of complex (or real) numbers t (or R). with a topology such that each

of the addition and the scalar multiplication is jointly continuous.

Unless otherwise is stated, the scalar field will always be ,VQ. The

topology of a topological vector space' is determined by a O-neighbourhood

base {Ul. indeed, for x € E • {x + ul is an x-neighbourhood base.

6



{a}. In any topological vector space E, there exists a

Conversely, if {V} is a filter base in a

7

A subset BeE is said to be bou~ded if for every V E {V} there,
I exists A > a such that ~ Ell:, I~ I ~ A .. B c ~V E is Hausdorff

iff ' n V
vElV}

a-neighbourhood base {V} consisting of closed sets such that (i) each

V is circled (i. e., A € C:, IAI s I .. AV c V) and absorbing (i. e., for

each x € E there exists A > a such that ~ E Il:, I~I ~ A" X € ~V),

(ii) for each V € {V} there exists V € {V} such that V + V c V ,

and (iii)n V = {a}
VElV)

vector space E satisfying (i), (ii) and ~iii) then {V} is a a-

neighbourhood base for a unique topology that makes E a Hausdorff

topological vector space. It follows that a subset BeE is bounded iff

for every neighbourhood W of a, there exists A > a with B c AV .

In the sequel, all topological vector spaces ,will be Hausdorff.

E is metrizable. (i.e. its topology can be defined by a transla-

tion invariant metric) iff there exists a countable a-neighbourhood base.

'A seminorm on a vector space L is a function p: L +R such

that p(x) ~ a, p(x + y.l ~ p(x) + ply) and p(\x) ='I,\!p(x) for all

x,y € L and A € Il:. If, in addition, p(x), = a .. x = a, p is called

a norm. A linear functional on L is a map f: L + Il: such that
•

,f (x + y) f(x) + fly) and flAx) = H(x) .~or all x,y € L and A E Il:

(the notation '<x',f> for f(x) is useful in some situations). Vnder

the 'pointwise operations, the set of all linear functionals on L is a

vector space called~the algebraic dual of *L and is denoted by L . If

*E is a topological v~ctor space the set E~= {f € E: f is continuous}

*is a'vector subspace of E called the topological dual of E.
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1.1 Theorem. ,(The Hahn-Banach Extension Theorem.)

vector subspace of L.

Let p be a seminorm on a vector space L

*If fa. La is .uch that

and let La be a
/

Ifa(x)1 s p(x) for

A subset W of a vector space L is called convex if for every

x,y • W we have {Ax + (1 - \)y: 0:; \ :; I) c W. A locallv convex space

is a topological vector space in which a a-neighbourhood base {U} can

be found such that each U is convex. In any locally convex space, E ,

one can find a a-neighbourhood base {U} such that each U is closed,

convex, circled and abs~rbing. A subset VeE with these properties

is called a barrel, thus, in any locally convex space' E one can find a

a-neighbourhood base consisting of barrels. If every barrel in a locally

convex space E is a neighbourhood of 0, ,E is called a barrelled

space.

If {U} is a a-neighbourhood base in a locally convex space E,

consisting of convex, circled and absorbing sets, then each U gives

rise to a continuous seminorm on E (called the~ of U) given

by Pu(x) = inf{;\ > 0: x • AU} . Conversely, starting'with the family
.

{Pu} of seminorms, the sets (x • E: PU(x) < 1l are convex, circled

and absorbing, and they form a a:'neighbourhood base for a topology on E
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equivalent to the original one given by {U}.· Hence the topology of a

locally convex space can be defined by a family of ,seminorms P = {p},.

A subset BeE is bounded iff for each PEP P(B) is a bounded

subset of R. E is Hausdorff (as it will always be assumed) iff for

each x € E with x '*' 0, there exists PEP with p(x) '*' a Different

families of seminorms may define the same topology and they are called

equivalent in this case. Two families P and Q are equivalent iff for

each pEP there exists q € Q and p' E P such that

p(x) S q(x) $ p'(x) for all x E E

*Let fEE then fEE' iff there exists pEP such that

!f(x) I $ p(x) for all x E E In the general case of a topological

vector space E, it may happen that E' = {a} • This, however, cannot

happen if E is locally convex. Indeed, the existence'of non-zero

members in E' is guaranteed by Corollary 1.2 which, in addition, shows

that there are enough members in E' to separate points of' E in the

sense that for x,y E E with x '*' y there exists f € E' with

f(x) '*' fey) • The importance of locally convex spaces sterns from this

abundance of continuous linear functionals on them.

Let E be a locally convex space. For each fixed x E E, we

can define an element in *E' , which We identify with x, by

x"(x')= x'(x) , x' E E'. From Corollary 1. 2, d ifferent elements of E

"

*define different elements of E' and so E is (algebraically) isomorphic

* *with a subspace of E' (or, by identification, E c E' ). The

*weak -topology on E', denoted bv a(E',E) is,the coarsest topology on

E' such that for every x E E the linear functional on E' defined

by x is continuous. It is given by the family of seminorms
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PS(x') • supl<x',x>1 , where S ranges over the set of all finite
XES

subsets of E

is prec isely E

The topological dual of E' for the topology a(E',E)

•
The weak topology a(E,E') on E is the coarsest topo

l

logy for which every x' E E' is continuous. Clearly· a(E,E') is

coarser than the original topology of E. The strong topology SeE' ,E)

on E' is given by the seminorms PS (x') • sup I<x' ,x> I , where S
XES

ranges over all the a(E,E')-bounded subsets of E. E' with S(E' ,E)

is called the strong dual of E. If E is a normed space, then

seE' ,E) coincides with the norm topology given by Ilx'll • sup lx' (x) I
Ilxll ,;1

The strong topology S(E,E') on E is given by the seminorms

Ps' (x)· sup l<x,x'>1 , where S' runs through all the aCE' ,E)-bounded
X'ES'

subsets of E'. E is barrelled iff its topology is B(E,E')

[12], [23], [32], (34]. E is called reflexive if the strong

dual of its strong dual is again E

A locally convex space E is metrizable iff it has a countable

defining family of seminorms. In this case, one can find an increasing

(1. e. for all x E A , n E-]l) def ining sequence {p }
n

of seminorms; and a metric defining the topology is given by

d (x, y)
p (x - y)

n
1 + P (x - y)

n
E is said to be normable if its topology

is defined by a single norm via the metric d(;,y) Ilx - yll ' and the

pair (E,II.II) is call-ed a normed space. A locally convex space is normable

iff it has a bounded n~ighbourhood of a

A net {x} in a topological vector space E is called a Cauchy
(1

net if for every neighbourhood U of a there exist "0 such that
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(x) is said to be converGent tel :1
a

1 im i t x (E .1 nd we wr i tel im x = x
a

if for every neighbourhood U of

a there exists aa such that "X - x
a

( U • (When E is

Hausdorff. a net can converge to at most one limit). Clearly, every

convergent nct is Cauchy, but the converse is not always true. E is

said to be complete if every Cauchy net is convergent and [s said to be

semi-complete (or sequentially complete) if ever,y Cauchy sequence is-

convergent. A metrizable topological vector space is complete iff it

is sequentially complete. A complete metrizable topological vector space

is called'an F-space, while a complete metrizable locally convex space is

called a Frechet space and a complete normed space is called a Banach

s~ace. A net {x }

°
in a locally convex space E with. a defining family

P of seminorms is Cauchy iff for every p € P and £ > a there exists

such that e ~ 00 and y ~ 00 .. p(x
e

- xy } < £, and is convergent

to x ( E if f for every p (P and, £ > a there exists such that

If E is a normed space and F is a Banach

space then B(E,F) {T: E -, F: T is ILnear .and continuous} is a Banach

space with the pointwise operations and the norm

if E is a normed space, then E' with the norm

a Banach space.

IITI/ = sup I/Txl/ .
I/xl/=l

IIf[1 = sup If(x) [
II xII =1

Hence,

is

1.3 Theorem. Every Frechet space is llUrelled. ( [12) , page 19).

Let {x } be a sequence in a topological vector space E and set
n

n
S L x k • n € :N If {S } is a Cauchy sequence, we say that

~:n k=l n
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I. x is a Cauc hy series.
n=l n

say that the series
nIin

If there exists x (E with 1 im 5 = x, we
n

is convergent (or summable) with sum x and

we write \' x
L n

n=l
x. I' x _·x for every permutation a::N ->:N

I. a(n)-
n=l

I x is sa id to be uncond it ionally converflent with sum x.
n=l n

If I x
n=l n

is a Cauchy series, then the sequence (5 )
n

is bounded and 1 im x
n

o.

1.4 Definitions. Let r be an arbitrary set with n as the set of all

finite subsets of r directed by inclusion. Let a -> xa be a map

(which we denote by {x) r) ofa ac
r into a topological vector space E

and for each J ( n set 5
J I x We say thilt {xa }ad is

acJ a

summable with sum I x = x if the net {5
J

} converges to x ( E .
ClEr a--

Clearly, if {xa}acr is summable, then the net {5
J

} is Cauchy.

The converse is true if E is complete.

1.5 Proposition. With the same notations as above, we have

(i) {5J} is Cauchy iff for every neighbourhoo.d U of 0 there exists

J ( n such that 1 c n, 1 n J = ~ .. 5 ( U
1

(ii) If {5
J

} is Cauchy, then for every neighbourhood U of 0 there

exists J c n such that x c U for all ex c r\J
a

(iii) If {5
J

} is Cauchy, then the set {5 . J c n} is bounded.J' -
Proof: (i) If {5

J
} is Cauchy, then for every neighbourhood U of 0

there exists J ( n



For I E fl , I ·n J = <j>, take J 1 = I u J ,

13

J 2 = J, then clearly

J c J 2 and hence SI The converse follows

since for J
l

, J 2 with J c J
l

J c J
2

we have

Ui)' This follows from the "only if" part of (i), by letting I range

over the singletons (cd, a E r\J

(iii) Let (SJ) be Cauchy and let U be a circled neighbourhood of O.

Find a circled neighbourhood V of 0 such that V,+ V cU. From (i) ,

there exists JOE fl such that SI E V for all I E iJ with I n J
O

= <j>

Since the set (SI' : I' c J
O

) is finite, there exists A > 0 such that

SI' € AV for all I' c J
O

" Now, for an arbitrary J €fl we have

+S EV+AV.
JnJO

Since V is circled, we have V c uV and

AV c uV, where u = max(l,A} and so SJ c uV + uV = u(V + V) c uU for

all J E fl •

. .
Next, let L be a, vec tor space. If M and N are two vector

subspaces of L suc} that the linear hull of M u N is L and

M n ~ = (O} , we say that L is the algebraic direct sum of M and N

and we WTite L = M + N. It follows that each x E L is uniquely

represented as x = xl + x2 ' xl E M Now let E be a

It follows from the continuity of the addition

topological vector space which is the algebraic direct sum of two vector

subspaces E
l

andE2 .

in E that the map ~: (x
l

,x 2) + xl + x2 of El x E2 onto E is

continuous in addition to being one-one (by the uniqueness of the repre-

sentation x = xl + x2). If ~ is open (and hence a topological


















































































































































































































